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Friday Friday!
We have completed the first week back! We hope you are enjoying the magical topic so far and learning all about Harry
Potter.
If you would like to see what you will be learning over this half term, we have attached the curriculum map for the
Magical Worlds topic. Unfortunately, of course we won’t be able to have our landing of going to Harry Potter Studios
which we are really disappointed about.
Yesterday, we learnt more about Mr and Mrs Dursleys’ precious child Dudley. What do you make of him? A boy who
throws a tantrum when he only gets 37 presents! (YES 37!!) A boy who uses Harry as a punching bag! A boy that can do
no wrong in the eyes of his parents. Dudley is a spoilt and rather unpleasant child. In contrast, Harry can’t appear to do
anything right in the eyes of the Dudleys and isn’t treated very well. It doesn’t seem very fair and hopefully things
start to get better for Harry throughout the book.
We hope you have a good final day of the week. Can you work out how Mr Donovan does the magic trick? (The video will
also explain how to do it so you can try it out yourself.)
Next week we will be doing some more magical science so it would be great if you could have some vinegar (any type) and
some bicarbonate soda at the ready!
Have a lovely weekend,

Mr Donovan, Mrs Barber and Mrs Maslin.

Harry Potter Maths
Today your task is to help Malcolm. A wizard in the making with much to
learn. He tries hard but at times he can get things wrong and requires
your assistance in creating some potions.
Look at the attached power point - Malcolm’s Potion where you will see he
needs help creating a frog potion. Use your Maths knowledge to try to
find as many combinations as you can.
Challenge: You can try to make a rat potion.
Yesterday’s answers:
https://corbettmathsprimary.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Bronze-Jun-3Ans.pdf

English -Spellings
Year 5 and 6 spelling words (related to Harry Potter)

Year 5 and 6 spelling words
(Harry Potter)
lightning
average
occur
neighbour
existence
nuisance
embarrass
desperate
bruise
criticise

Your spellings this week are 10 words from the Year 5 and 6 list. These are
tricky words so you may want to pick 5 of them (do all 10 if you want). You will
see that they can be used in relation to Harry Potter.
Please write out the new spelling words in your handwriting book or your learning
journal - make sure you use your neatest handwriting. Do you know what all the
words mean? If there are any words you are unsure about look them up in a
dictionary.
Write out the sentence with each word in - underline the spelling word.
1) Harry Potter has a lightning scar on his forehead.
2) Harry Potter is not your average boy.
3) Many strange events started to occur including shooting stars
4) Harry would normally have to stay with his neighbour Mrs Figg.
5) The Dursley’s did not believe in the existence of magic
6) Aunt Petunia thought Harry was a nuisance.
7) Uncle Vernon warned Harry not to embarrass them at the zoo.
8) Harry was desperate to live somewhere else.
9) Harry had a bruise where Dudley had hit him.
10) The Dursley’s would criticise Harry everyday.
You will notice these relate to Harry Potter. Again use this as an opportunity to
practise your handwriting. You may want to create your own Harry Potter
sentences yourself (using the words)
Remember you don’t have to do all of the words (unless you really want to)
Challenge: Can you use any of the other Year 5 and 6 spelling words (attached)
in sentences related to Harry Potter?

IT
We know lots of you enjoy IT and coding. But the question is - Can you
make a feather levitate?
Follow the instructions provided in the link below to code a feather to
move. You may then be able to create your own scratch project following a
similar idea
https://hoc-2018.kano.me/challenges/home
We will try some of the other activities in the weeks to come.

Creative
We are thinking all about magical worlds so today we are going to try a
magic trick.
You can watch Mr Donovan’s Magic Video and then try the trick yourself.
Can you trick the audience?
Why not try out your own trick too. We would love to see or hear about
them.

